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Krose 

"Stylish Attire"

Krose is a fashion boutique for women, and they bring in the latest

designs and trendy styles, so that your wardrobe owns all shades, right

from casual to elegant and polished. There are also bags, shoes and

jewellery to complete the attire. The garments and accessories revive

floral patterns, chic plains, stripes and bold, colourful schemes. They're an

enticing collection to have, and Krose should be checked out for a glance

into fresh fashion.

 +81 98 938 7662  krose.ti-da.net/  1433−2 Misato, Okinawa

 by alexkerhead   

Sachi's Japanese Antique 

"Pretty Antiques and Souvenirs"

Sachi's Japanese Antique sells admirable pieces of porcelain, traditional

Japanese dresses (mu mu dress and kimono), obi (the bow-like sash of the

dress), home decor accessories, upholstery and souvenirs. All the

products, with their beautiful patterns and designs, are personally

selected by the owner, and there's something to take home or to gift.

 +81 9054735557  yamanosatoan.com/  1-4-15 Miyagi, Okinawa

 by Maegan Tintari   

Uniqlo 

"One-Stop For Style"

Uniqlo is a Japanese brand that designs and sells a clothing line so

versatile, they've got everything from comfortable tees, jeans, trousers

and jackets and formals, for men, women and kids, and all the designs are

trendy and stylish. They also get together with brands to launch

something new every once in a while, say with Disney or Moomins. What's

more, the shop, at all its locations, is tax-free for tourists! You should

totally barge into Uniqlo to find something new and amazing for your

wardrobe.

 +81 98 859 8787  fr.mapion.co.jp/map/uc/PoiInfo?grp

=uniqlo&vo=mbml&poi_code=10100
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 5-10-2 Kanagusuku, Aeon Naha

Shopping Center, Naha
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